Electron microscopic analysis of the relationship between nuclear matrix stability and cell differentiation.
Two cell lines, the less differentiated CC2/CUHK2 and the more differentiated CC3/CUHKE3, were used to study the difference in nuclear matrix stability against DNase 1 digestion. The nuclear matrix was almost totally extracted when the CC3/CUHK3 cells were digested with 100 micrograms/ml DNase 1, while that of the CC2/CUHK2 cells was still present even when 200 micrograms/ml DNase 1 was used. It is suggested that more differentiated cells have a less stable nuclear matrix while the less differentiated ones have a more stable nuclear matrix. The same phenomenon was also observed in normal human and rat cervical epithelia. The nuclear matrix of the poorly differentiated basal cells was more stable than that of the more differentiated superficial cells. This cell differentiation stage dependent stability of the nuclear matrix is probably related to the nuclear activity and gene expression.